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Using contractions when you speak makes your speech sound natural. Likewise, using contractions when you write makes the tone of your writing more informal.

To form a contraction when you write, combine two or more words to make a new word. Then, replace one or more of the letters with an apostrophe (') to make the new word shorter.

Sometimes, different combinations of words can form the same contraction. He had and he would both form he’d as a contraction.

For example: He’d (he had) left Ireland in 1862. He’d (he would) never go back.

Sometimes, you need to use context clues to understand which two words form the contraction. An ’s can replace has, us, or is.

For example: He’s (he has) immigrated to Canada.

“Let’s” (let us) go, too! It’s (it is) an exciting opportunity.

A. Complete each word equation below by writing your answers on the lines.

1. I + had = ___________ I’d ___________ + would = I’d
2. ___________ + would = we’d
3. that + ___________ is ___________ = that’s
4. ___________ + would = we’d
5. we + had = ___________ we’d ___________
6. it + is = ___________ It’s ___________

B. After each contraction below, write the words that have been combined. Use context clues to help you decide which two words form the contraction.

1. They’d (_______ they had _________) arrived by ship two days earlier than expected.
2. They’d (_______ they would _________) remain in Canada for the rest of their lives.
3. She’d (_______ she would _________) always tell us stories about Ireland before we went to sleep.
4. She’d (_______ she had _________) so many interesting things to teach us about.

C. Rewrite the sentences below on the lines, replacing the underlined words with contractions.

1. There is a great Irish restaurant downtown.
   ___________ There’s a great Irish restaurant downtown ___________

2. It is where my family spends every St. Patrick’s day.
   ___________ It’s where my family spends every St Patrick’s day ___________

D. Write a short dialogue between friends discussing the places they would like to visit. Make sure to use contractions in your dialogue. Trade your dialogue with a partner. Underline the contractions in your partner’s work and write out which two words form the contractions they used.